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Abstract 
This paper establishes the income and risk model in financial investment 
based on multi-objective programming theory, aiming to analyze the rela-
tionship between risk and return in financial investment and discuss the rela-
tionship between the risk the investor shall bear and decentralization degree 
of investment project. MATLAB software is used to analyze the investor’s op-
timized return under fixed risk level and the minimized risk with defined 
benefit. In addition, it chooses the optimal portfolio under such risk level with 
respect to the bearing capacity of different risks. This paper performs sensitiv-
ity analysis of risk in income model using LINGO software, and puts forward 
the optimal portfolio for the investor without special preference. Calculations 
show that the model established is satisfactory in determining the optimal 
portfolio. 
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1. Introduction 

Every investor cares about the risk and return of his/her investment in market 
economy. Compared with the projects in general, venture investment is charac-
terized by the high investment, high risk, high return, in stages, timeliness and 
other features. Many traditional items and new risk factors which haven’t ap-
peared in investment will be produced in the investment process due to these 
characteristics. The new factors make the investors not only perform the con-
ventional investment feasibility analysis when choosing project, but also discuss 
the source and constitution of the project implementation risk in-depth, and es-
timate the probability of risk and the potential damage to investor, so as to 
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compare different programs and determine whether it is worth investing. As a 
result, the scientific, systematic and practical assessment system of risk invest-
ment is needed, and the study on risk item assessment system seems to be urgent 
and necessary [1]. 

2. Briefing of the Question 

There is certain risk in financial investment. Generally speaking, the higher the 
expected return of risk investment, the greater the risk. Investors often pursue 
the higher expected return rate, avoid too much risk, and gain high return. In-
vestors often make investment with different assets. There are n kinds of assets 
( )1, ,S i n=   in the market for investors to choose. A considerable amount of 

money M of a company can be used to invest in a period of time. The company 
evaluated these n kinds of assets and worked out that the average rate of return 
of iS  within this period is ( )%ir  and the rate of risk loss for purchasing iS  
is ( )%iq . The more dispersion the investment, the lower the overall risk will be. 
As a result, the overall risk can be measured by the greatest risk of the invested 

iS  if several kinds of assets are purchased by the money. 
To purchase iS , the transaction fee should be paid, with the rate being 
( )%ip , and when the purchase volume does not exceed the given value of iu , 

the transaction fee should be calculated as per the volume that purchases iu . In 
addition, suppose the bank deposit rate in the corresponding period is ( )0 %r , 
and there is no risk and no transaction fee. 

Try to design an investment plan for this company, namely to choose to pur-
chase several kinds of assets or deposit in a bank using the given money to 
maximize the net return and minimize the overall risk [2] [3]. 

Obtain a satisfactory program via calculation and analysis using the given data, 
and extend to the general situation. The following are the three cases which 
should be considered in practice. 

1) Fix the risk level and optimize the returns 
2) Fix the profitability and minimize the risk 
3) Integrate the objective function and constraint condition 
Different investors have different emphasizes on returns and risk, but it is 

normal within certain range. As a result, we can only request a program as good 
as possible, namely a program with minimized risk and maximized return, and 
that is in line with the mentality of general investors. 

The respective average rate of return, the risk loss rate and transaction fee rate 
of the four given investment projects are different from each other. The calcula-
tion amount of transaction fee is a piecewise function, which is not easy to deal 
with in actual computation. But we notice that the value of iu  is very small, 

1
103 198 52 40 387i

i
u

−

= + + + =∑  yuan, as for the largest iu , 2 198 200u = <  
yuan, M is a quite large sum of money, and the value of transaction fee rate is 
also very small, even though i ix u< , the transaction fees calculated by iu  and 

ix  are almost the same. Therefore, in order for simplification, the constraint of 
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iu  will not be considered temporarily for the specific calculation below, and the 
transaction fee will be calculated using ix , with the small error being analyzed 
in the discussion below. 

With respect to the five kinds of investment, the bank is risk-free, the return 

0 5%r =  is a definite value, which will remain unchanged during the period of 
investment, but the return may be greater than the bank rate. Establish a model 
which is applicable to general investors, and put forward multiple investment 
programs that are suitable to various kinds of people according to their risk to-
lerance. 

We have known from the previous analysis that the higher the risk, the greater 
the benefits. Therefore, the risk and benefit is a pair of contradictions. Establish 
the model using multi-objective, strive to pursue great profits and low risks, and 
seek a satisfactory solution. 

Assume the proportion of the ith asset investment amount in the total amount  
is ix , then the net return when the investment period expires is ( )i i i i

i
x r x p−∑ ,  

and this is a two-goal linear programming model. 

3. Concept of Objective Programming 

1) Multi-objective programming is one of the mathematical programming me-
thods in operational research. Establish relevant concepts of objective program-
ming mathematical model. [4] 

Assume 1 2,x x  are decision variables, and introduce in the positive and nega-
tive deviation variables of ,d d+ −  

Positive deviation variable of d +  represents the part of decision value ex-
ceeding the target value; the negative deviation variable of d −  represents the 
part of decision value lagging behind the target value. Therefore, decision value 
cannot reach the condition simultaneously, namely it reaches the target value 
and lags behind the target value simultaneously, and there is constant 

0d d+ −× = . 
2) Absolute constraint and object constraint 
Absolute constraint refers to the equality constraint and inequality constraint 

that should be satisfied strictly; for example all the constraint conditions of li-
near programming, the solution that cannot meet these conditions is non-feasi- 
ble solution, so they are hard constraints. Object constraint is specific to objec-
tive programming, and the right item of constraint can be regarded as the target 
value to be pursued. Positive or negative deviation is allowed when this target 
value is reached, so the positive and negative deviation variables are added in 
these constraints, and they are soft constrains [5]. 

3) Priority factor (priority) and weight coefficient 
One programming problem often has several goals. However, the decision 

maker has primary or secondary priority when requesting the achievement of 
these objectives, requesting giving priority factor 1P  to the first one that reach-
es the target, giving priority factor 2 , ,P   to the second one that reaches the 
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target, and stipulates 1, 1, 2, ,k kP P k K+ =  , indicating that kP  has greater 
priority than 1kP + , namely ensure the realization of 1P  level target, and the 
second target may not be considered at such time; the 2P  level target is consi-
dered on the basis of 1P  level target; and so on in a similar fashion. 

4) Objective function of objective programming 
The objective function of objective programming (criterion function) is 

formed according to the positive and negative deviation variables of various ob-
ject constraints and corresponding priority factors that have been given. When 
every target value is determined, the decision maker can require reducing the 
deviation from target value as much as possible. As a result, the objective func-
tion of objective programming can only be ( )min ,z f d d+ −= . It has three 
kinds of basic forms: 

1) It is required to reach the target value exactly, namely make the positive 
and negative deviation variable as small as possible, at this time 

( )min z f d d+ −= +  

2) It is required not to exceed the target value, namely the target value is al-
lowed not to be reached, and the positive deviation variable shall be as small as 
possible. 

( )min z f d +=  

3) It is required to exceed the target value, namely the exceeded amount is un-
limited, but the negative deviation variable shall be as small as possible 

( )min z f d −=  

With respect to each specific target question, the objective function and the 
like can be constructed according to the decision maker’s requirement and the 
priority factor granted to each target. 

It is the programming method developed on the basis of the mathematical 
programming method of operational research--linear programming method, in 
order to overcome the defects of linear programming method, such as single ob-
jective function, rigor constraint condition, and the programming problem 
cannot be solved under contradiction conditions. The programming problem 
with multi-objective can be solved using such model. It takes seeking the mini-
mum deviation variable between actual and object or resource limit as the start-
ing point for constructing objective function, solves the problems relating to the 
balance of various targets in enterprises’ production and operation, so it is wide-
ly used. Introduce the objective programming method into the decision of capi-
tal structure, try hard to operate this decision under the condition of considering 
multiple impact factors of the enterprise, and make the decision result more rea-
listic. 

In many practical problems, it is often hard to measure whether a program is 
good or not using just one index, in other words, it requires more than one tar-
get, and these targets are not often coordinate, event contradict [6] [7] [8] [9]. 

In the objective programming, some pursue minimum, and some pursue 
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maximum, while maximum and minimum can be converted to each other. 
Therefore, it is easy for us to unify the multi-objective optimizing model as the 
general form: 

Decision Variable: 1, , nx x  

Objective Function: 
( )

( )

1 1

1

min , ,

min , ,

n

p n

f x x

f x x







 

Constraint Condition: 
( )

( )

1 1

1

, , 0

, , 0

n

m n

g x x

g x x

 ≥


 ≥







 

In the model, it is not to consider to minimize or maximize each target, but to 
hope that each target can close to the given target under the limit of constraint 
condition. Therefore, we can give some constraint conditions, to make multi- 
objective programming into a single-objective linear programming, so as to ob-
tain the optimal solution and conduct discussion. 

4. Model Assumption 

1) M is the total investment, suppose M = 1 
2) The more dispersion the investment, the lower the risk 
3) The highest risk ratio measurement in overall risk investment project iS  
4) ( )1, ,iS i n=   is relatively independent 
5) In the phase of investment, various indexes are stable, the rate of return of 

each index ir , risk loss rate iq , and transaction fee rate ip  do not fluctuate 
much in the period of investment 

6) Suppose the investment in a single asset iS  has no upper limit, then the 
total asset M can be invested into it. 

7) In order for easy unified processing, the bank deposit can be regarded as 
the investment of asset 0S , its average rate of return is 0r , transaction fee rate is 
0, and risk loss is 0. 

8) Net return and overall risk are influenced by , ,i i ir p q  
Symbol stipulation iS : the ith asset, 1,2, ,i n=  ; ix : the investment volume 

into asset iS  (excluding transaction fee) ( )0, ,i n=  ; ir : the average rate of 
return of the investment into asset ( )0, ,iS i n=  ; iq : the risk loss rate when 
making investment into asset ( )0, ,iS i n=  ; ip : the transaction fee rate when 
making investment into asset ( )0, ,iS i n=  ; iu : the transaction fee volume 
(fixed value) when making investment into asset into asset ( )0, ,iS i n=  ; 0r : 
bank interest rate in the corresponding period; iR : net return of iS ; f : overall 
risk; ix : capital of investment project iS ; a: investment risk; Q: overall return; 

Q∆ : increment of overall return 

5. Model Establishment 

We discuss the following cases respectively: 
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1) The overall risk is measured by the highest risk in the invested iS , namely 
{ }max , 1,2, ,i ix q i n=  . 

2) When the company makes investment in the asset in the market, two stan-
dards measuring the investment program are involved, namely there are two 
goals: 1. High net return; 2. Low risk 

One piecewise function for paying transaction fee when purchasing iS , 
namely 

Transaction fee = 
,
,

i i i i

i i i i

p x x u
p u x u

>
 ≤

 

The given fixed value iu  (unit: yuan) in the question is very small relative to 
the total asset M, i ip u  is smaller which can be ignored, thus the net return for 
purchasing iS  is ( )i i i iR r p x= − . 

3) This is a multi-objective programming model to maximize net revenue and 
minimize the overall risk: 

Object Function 
( )

{ }
0

max

min max

n

i i i
i

i i

r p x

q x
=

 −




∑  

Constraint Condition 
( )

0
1

0, 1, ,

n

i i
i

i

p x M

x i n
=

 + =

 ≥ =

∑


 

4) In actual investment, the investors bear the risk of different degrees or the 
preference degree of risk is different. If a limit a is given, the corresponding in 

vestment program can be found if the highest risk i iq x a
M

≤ . In this way, the  

multi-objective programming is changed into a single-objective programming 
[10]. 

Therefore, we obtain the following mathematical programming model 

5.1. Model I Fixes Risk Level and Optimizes the Revenue 

If we give a risk limit a, then the highest risk degree is i iq x a
M

≤ , the fixed risk  

level is obtained. So in order to optimize the revenue, as mentioned above, it has 
been proved that the constraint of iu  will not be considered, as it has little in-
fluence on the investment program. We can obtain the model by considering 
various cases: 

Objective function ( )
0

max
n

i i i
i

Q r p x
=

= −∑  

Constraint condition: ( )
0

. . 1

0, 0,1, ,

i i

n

i i
i

i

q x a
M

s t p x M

x i n
=

 ≤

 + =

 ≥ =



∑


 Where, M = 1 

This model is a single object linear programming. It is easy to get the optimal 
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solution with the given value a. 

5.2. Model II Fixes Revenue Level and Minimizes Risk 

If the investor wish the total revenue reaches at least level K and above, then seek 
corresponding investment portfolio when the risk is the lowest. We can establish 
the following model 

Objective function { }min max i if q x=  

Constraint condition 

( )

( )

0

0
. . 1

0, 0,1, ,

n

i i i
i
n

i i
i

i

r p x K

s t p x M

x i n

=

=

 − ≥



+ =

 ≥ =



∑

∑


 Where, M = 1 

6. Model Calculation 

We obtain the relevant data of four kinds of assets 1 4, ,S S  and bank 0S  data 
as follows through data collection (Table 1): 

6.1. Numerical Calculation of Model I 

Model I is: 

( )( )T
0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4

min 0.05, 0.27, 0.19, 0.185, 0.185 , , , ,

1.01 1.02 1.045 1.065 1
0.025
0.015

. .
0.055
0.026

0, 0,1, , 4i

f x x x x x

x x x x x
x a
x a

s t
x a
x a

x i

= − − − − −

+ + + + =
 ≤
 ≤
 ≤
 ≤


≥ = 

 

Different investors have different risk degree as a is a randomly given risk de-
gree without a principle. We search cyclically starting from 0a =  with  

0.002a∆ =  as the step size, and conduct programming using matlab with the 
operation results as follows (Figure 1): 

Result analysis: 
1) Risk is high and the revenue is also high. 

 
Table 1. Actual data of the investment in various assets. 

iS  ir (%) iq (%) ip (%) iu (yuan) 

S0 5 0 0 0 

S1 28 2.5 1 103 

S2 21 1.5 2 198 

S3 23 5.5 4.5 52 

S4 25 2.6 6.5 40 
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Figure 1. Relationship of this model I risk measurement and revenue. 

 
2) The more dispersion the investment, the lower risk the investor will bear, 

which is in line with the meaning of the question. In other words, the adventur-
ous investor will concentrate his/her investment, while the conservative investor 
will disperse the investment as much as possible. 

3) Any point on the curve represents the maximum possible return under 
such risk level and the lowest risk required by such return. With respect to the 
bearing capacity of different risks, choose the optimal portfolio under such risk 
level [11]. 

4) There is a turning point near 0.006a = . At the left side of this point, the 
return increases very fast when risk increases little. At the right side of this point, 
the return increases very slow when the risk increases rapidly [9]. As a result, 
with respect to the investor having no special preference of risk and return, the 
inflection point of the curve shall be selected as the optimal portfolio, which is 
about * 0.6%a =  and * 20%Q =  and the corresponding investment program 
as follow (Table 2): 

6.2. Numerical Implementation of Model II 

Feed in the investigated data, Model II becomes the linear programming: 

( )( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2

3 4

1

2

3

4

min 1,0,0,0,0,0 , , , , ,

1.01 1.02 1.045 1.065 1
0.05 0.28 0.01 0.21 0.02

0.23 0.045 0.25 0.065
0.025. .
0.015
0.055
0.026
, 0, 0,1, , 4

T

i

f t x x x x x

x x x x x
x x x

x x K
x ts t
x t
x t
x t

t x i

=

+ + + + =
 + − + −
 + − + − ≥
 ≤


≤
 ≤
 ≤
 ≥ = 
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Different investors have different risk degree as a is a randomly given risk de-
gree without a principle. We search cyclically starting from 0a =  with 

0.002a∆ =  as the step size, and conduct programming using matlab with the 
operation results as follows (Figure 2): 

Result Analysis: 
1) Risk will increase when pursuing high return. 
2) Any point on the curve represents the investment program with lowest risk 

when the revenue level is fixed. As for different minimum return requirement, 
select the corresponding optimal portfolio and the corresponding risk is the 
lowest at this time. 

3) There is turning point near the revenue level of 20%K = . At the left side 
of this point, the risk degree increases slowly when the revenue level require-
ment increases. But at the right side of this point, the risk degree increases ob-
viously when the revenue level requirement increases [12] [13]. Therefore, with 
respect to the investors without special preference of risk and return, they should 
make rational investment and be on guard against the accompanying high risk, 
and should not pursue high return blindly. As for these several kinds of assets, 
the investment at revenue level of 20%K = , the lowest risk is 0.59%, and the 
corresponding strategy as follow (Table 3): 

 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of relationship between revenue level and risk degree in Model II. 
 
Table 2. Optimal portfolio of Model I. 

Risk Degree Return x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 

0.0060 0.2019 0 0.2400 0.4000 0.1091 0.2212 

 
Table 3. Optimal solution of Model II. 

Risk Degree Return x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 

0.0059 0.20 0 0.2350 0.3917 0.1068 0.2260 
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7. Conclusion 

This paper introduces relevant concept of multi-objective programming, and 
then establishes the return and risk model in financial investment, aiming to 
analyze the relationship between risk and return in financial investment, and 
discuss the relationship between the risk the investor shall bear and the disper-
sion degree of investment project. Then, the paper analyzes the optimized return 
of the investor under fixed risk level using MATLAB software. In addition, it al-
so analyzes the minimized risk under fixed return, indicating that the optimal 
portfolio under this risk level shall be selected for the bearing capacity of differ-
ent risks. It puts forward the optimal portfolio of investor without special prefe-
rence of risk and return. 
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